Exercise-Enhanced ICG Lymphography: A Fast Approach to Diagnosis and Staging of Lymphedema
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ABSTRACT

Background: Indocyanine green (ICG) lymphography has been relied upon extensively in lymphedema management. Its utility extends from diagnosis and severity staging to treatment planning and outcome tracking. When performing ICG lymphography, a delayed scan following ICG injection is necessary due to the delayed emergence of lymphographic dermal backflow patterns. The need for delayed scan, however, makes ICG lymphography a time-consuming study. We conducted a prospective study with the primary goal to decrease the overall study time by applying the known phenomenon of exercise-induced lymphatic acceleration, and the secondary goal to further improve the study’s accuracy and reproducibility.

Methods: Following standard ICG injections, patients were exercised on a recumbent cross-trainer at five-minute intervals at specific, controlled intensity. Delayed scanning was performed following each exercise interval, and sequential changes of lymphographic patterns were recorded. The cycle of exercise/scan continued until achieving plateau, or when no further lymphographic changes were observed for two consecutive cycles. Following the point of the plateau, further delayed scanning was performed every hour to identify the time point when the lymphographic patterns started to recede. Twenty-three limbs in 9 patients (10 arms, 13 legs) with unilateral and bilateral lymphedema were studied.

Results: Following ICG injection, the lymphographic patterns evolved continually until plateauing after three cycles of exercise (15 minutes of exercise in total) in all limbs studied, and the dye was shown to start receding after 4 hours. Patients preferred exercising to speed up ICG studies compared to the traditional method which involves waiting between six to 14 hours between initial and delayed ICG lymphography scans.

Conclusion: ICG lymphography is the current gold standard in lymphedema diagnosis. The study can be accelerated to only taking 15 minutes while further increasing the accuracy and reproducibility of the study with the addition of exercise.

INTRODUCTION

Indocyanine green (ICG) lymphography is a non-radioactive, fluorophore-based imaging modality that provides functional imaging of the lymphatic system. With specificity comparable to and sensitivity superior to technetium99m-based lymphoscintigraphy, the conventional diagnostic gold standard, ICG lymphography has been increasingly relied upon to diagnose extremity lymphedema. The diagnosis of lymphedema is confirmed when the pathologic dermal backflow patterns are seen. In addition to providing a definitive diagnosis, the types/distribution of the dermal backflow patterns presently allows the determination of disease severity. Since the dermal backflow patterns emerge in a delayed fashion and, after their initial emergence, they continually evolve until reaching a steady-state, or plateau, a delayed scan at the time of plateau is necessary to achieve accurate representation of the disease. Exercise has been shown to accelerate lymphatic drainage [1,2]. Based on this phenomenon, we aimed to 1) determine if controlled exercise could shorten the time it takes for ICG lymphography to reach a plateau, and to 2) create a standardized protocol to increase efficiency and reliability of ICG lymphography to diagnose extremity lymphedema.

METHODS

Participants

With approvals from the Institutional Review Board and National Institutes of Health’s Clinical Trial Registry, all lymphedema patients presented to our lymphedema reconstruction center over a 6-month period from April to September 2019 who met inclusion criteria were recruited into the study. Inclusion criteria included being 18 years or older, having voluntarily agreeing to participate in the study, being suspected to have lymphedema or previously diagnosed with lymphedema. Exclusion criteria included having an allergy to iodine, women who were pregnant or nursing, having heart/lung/joint conditions that would prevent exercising. Campisi criteria were used to clinically stage disease severity.

Exercise-Enhanced ICG-Lymphography Protocol

Depending on the limb affected, 0.1 mL of 0.25% ICG (Akorn Pharmaceutical, Lake Forest, IL) was injected into two interdigital spaces and wrist (arm) or medial malleolus (leg). Following injection, baseline lymphatic uptake, and pump function before exercise were evaluated with immediate scanning using SPY Elite (Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI). The pump function was evaluated by the time required for ICG to reach antecubital fossa/axilla and popliteal fossa/groin. The test subject then began exercising on a recumbent cross trainer (Video 1: https://youtu.be/MgealePwOi) at 5-minute intervals, with ICG scanning interspersed between two exercise intervals, until the lymphographic plateau was reached. Lymphographic plateau was defined as having no observable changes in lymphographic patterns in three consecutive scans. The exercise intensity was controlled at rate perceived exertion (RPE) of 12-13, or moderate intensity. Study participants were asked to maintain RPE of 12-13, which is considered a rate perceived exertion described as between “light” to “somewhat hard”. The approximate heart rate can be approximated for each level of activity by...
RESULTS

Nine patients and 23 limbs were recruited into the study—13 lymphedema-affected limbs and 10 normal limbs. The patients (mean age: 56.6 ± 13.7 years old) consisted of nine females and no males (Table 2). Five patients had unilateral lymphedema and four had bilateral disease. All patients had secondary lymphedema—five were secondary to breast cancer, three were related to gynecologic cancer, and one was due to traumatic injury. Of the 13 diseased limbs, 6 limbs were staged as Campisi stage I, 4 limbs as Campisi stage II, and 3 with Campisi stage III. Nine of the 23 limbs had undergone lymphedema surgery with either lymphaticovenous anastomosis (LVA) or vascularized lymph vessel transfer (VLVT). When comparing patients with unilateral versus bilateral disease, no significant difference was seen by sex, age, BMI, and disease etiology. All patients successfully sustained RPE of 12-13 throughout the exercise phase, regardless of BMI.

In normal limbs, 80% of the limbs (8 of 10) demonstrated ICG passing through the antecubital fossa rapidly and reaching the axilla/groin during the initial baseline scan. The same 80% of the limbs plateaued during the initial baseline scanning prior to the initiation of exercise. No further changes in ICG lymphographic patterns were observed with exercises, 20% (2 of 10) of the normal limbs showed ICG reaching the antecubital fossa after 1 cycle of exercise (5 minutes) and reached axilla and plateaued following 2 cycles of exercises (10 minutes).

In lymphedematous limbs, interestingly, all (13 of 13) showed ICG reaching antecubital/popliteal fossa during the immediate baseline scan. The velocities at which they reach antecubital/popliteal fossa were found to be correlating to Campisi staging, with higher severity showing slower transit velocity (Figure 1). None plateaued during the baseline scan. All (13 of 13) plateaued following 3 cycles of exercise (15 minutes).

In all limbs, including both healthy and diseased limbs, the lymphographic patterns began to dissipate at four hours (Figure 2). The dye regression was independent of disease severity.

DISCUSSION

Indocyanine green lymphography has been increasingly performed for diagnosis, severity staging, treatment planning, intra-operative guidance, and post-operative tracking of lymphedema. However, due to the absence of a standardized protocol, the study result is not transferrable—the result of a study performed at one institution is not interpretable at another institution. Current methods either do not perform delayed scans at all, which incomplete and inaccurate assessment of pathology, or utilizes up to a 24-hour waiting period between immediate and delayed scanning [3,4]. Previously, we identified the need to perform a delayed scan at 6 hours for proper evaluation[5,6] and had successfully adopted this practice as part of our standardized diagnostics. While the 6-hour approach was time-tested in our practice, it was time-consuming, and it limited the number of patients we could evaluate in a clinic day.

Realizing this shortcoming of ICG lymphography, researchers attempted to accelerate lymph flow and thereby shorten the study time.
Figure 1. Average transit time of ICG dye (0.1 mL of 0.25%, Akorn Pharmaceutical, Lake Forest, IL) from hand or foot to axilla or inguinal ligament respectively, based on Campisi severity of lymphedema. Time zero is the time at which the limb was first injected with dye. Note, the ICG dye plateaus slightly after 15 minutes due to the time added to perform ICG scans in between each five-minute cycle of exercise. The dye then recedes approximately four hours after injection. ICG, indocyanine green.

Suami et al. [7] applied manual lymphatic drainage (MLD) to accelerate the lymph flow following ICG injection. They were able to achieve lymphographic plateau at a promising 30-45 minutes. Despite the favorable result, it is impractical to require a skilled therapist to consistently perform MLD for an extended duration of time for all ICG studies. Matsumoto et al. [8] attempted to accelerate the study time by having patients walking on a treadmill at 2 km/hour. They concluded that twenty minutes of exercise is appropriate for lymphedema screening. This is relatively consistent with our findings. However, the study did not include patients with arm lymphedema and therefore would not be applicable to many of our patients who suffer from breast cancer-related lymphedema.

We selected recumbent cross trainer as our method of choice to accelerate the lymph flow due to 1) it simultaneous exerts both upper and lower extremities, and 2) it accommodates patients of all sizes, fitness level, and functional capacities [9]. To control the extent at which the lymph flow was accelerated, we controlled the exercise intensity at RPE of 12-13. Borg's RPE is a validated tool for monitoring exercise intensity independent of age, gender, exercise type, coronary artery disease status, weight, fitness level, or functional ability[10,11]. RPE of 12-13 was chosen based on evidence showing this exercise intensity being safe and sustainable for prolonged exercise regardless of health levels [12,13].

In this study, we were able to achieve a lymphographic plateau in all lymphedema-compromised limbs after 15 minutes of exercise at RPE of 12-13 on the recumbent cross-trainer. Interestingly, even in healthy limbs, although 80% achieved plateau rapidly during the initial baseline scanning without exercise, 20% still required 10 minutes of standardized exercise to reach a plateau. The above findings underscore the importance of delayed scanning for proper visualization and assessment of lymphatic physiology/pathology. They also confirmed our hypothesis that taking advantage of exercise-induced acceleration of lymph flow, ICG lymphography can be performed in an expedited fashion. The time to a plateau of 15 minutes compares highly favorably to our current practice of 6 hours. In addition to increased efficiency, this protocol would also increase the consistency and reliability of the study by controlling the patient's activity level between the immediate and delayed scans. In our current practice, we do not, and would not be able to even if we desired to do so, control patient's activity during the 6-hour interval between the immediate and delayed scans. We have long recognized this as a factor that introduced inaccuracy to our ICG lymphography. This exercise-enhanced protocol would resolve the above-mentioned problem.

An insufficient amount of wait time between the immediate and delayed scans would result in an inaccurate result. By the same token, excessive wait time causes problems as well. This was demonstrated by our identification of ICG regression in all cases at 4 hours following injection. This suggested that all scanning performed beyond 4 hours would result in the under-visualization of pathology.

From a practical standpoint, the implementation of a recumbent cross trainer exercise machine into the ICG lymphography protocol will involve an initial financial investment of $4,000-$6,000 USD per recumbent cross-trainer. This cost would quickly be offset with this accelerated protocol, as the estimated number of patients that could be evaluated would increase from 4 to approximately 10 patients a day, with each ICG visit producing 2.36 RVUs per scan (CPT code 38790). Due to our highly favorable experience with this exercise-enhanced protocol, we have adopted this new, more efficient, and reliable ICG lymphography protocol in our center as our standard practice.

**CONCLUSION**

ICG lymphography is an invaluable tool in lymphedema management. Both immediate and delayed scans are needed when performing the study. The delayed scan needs to be performed at the time of the lymphographic plateau to appreciate the full extent of the pathology. Using a recumbent cross trainer, the lymphographic plateau can be achieved in 15 minutes following ICG injection. We have found this exercise enhanced ICG lymphography protocol worthwhile of adoption by high volume lymphedema centers to raise diagnostic accuracy and efficiency.
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